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9h30 -9h45am Opening (15 min)

Welcome/ Moderator: Alisa Sidorenko

Alisa’s operational base is Suderbyn Permaculture Ecovillage – a small but strong multicultural

community of activists on the island of Gotland in the Baltic sea. However, her work stretches around

Europe and outside. Alisa grew up in Kazakhstan, studied and worked in Russia, and finished her

Masters’ degree in Sustainable Development in Sweden, where she has dedicated herself to working

with international grass-root initiatives and networks of local action since the last 7 years. She is a

driving force and council member of NGO Relearn focused on pro-change education, the chairperson of

Baltic Ecovillage Network (BEN), and the council member of Suderbyn People-care Cooperative. She

works with initiatives supported by, among others, Swedish Institute, Baltic Sea Conservation

Foundation, European Commission, Erasmus+ and LEADER. Her focus is environmental and social justice,

freedom of speech, communities, and change that is decentralized yet united by networks.



Cillian Lohan has been vice-president for Communication of the

European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) since October 2020,

and an active member of the institution since 2015. He has worked

extensively in the corporate and environmental sectors.

He is a leader in the field of the Circular Economy and was the

inaugural chair of the European Circular Economy Stakeholder

Platform, which he helped to establish. Cillian has extensive

experience as a delegate to the United Nations, working on initiatives

such as the COP climate negotiations and the High Level Political

Forum on Sustainable Development.

As CEO of the Green Economy Foundation, he has overseen ambitious

projects including the planting of over one million trees in Ireland and

the establishment of a wildlife reserve in Tobago.

Cillian graduated from University College Cork and the University of

Ulster with a Bachelor's and a Master's degree in Science.

Clara de la Torre

Since 1 September 2019, Clara de la Torre has held the post of Deputy

Director General in the Directorate-General for Climate Action at the

European Commission.

Previously, she was Director for Transport in the Directorate-General

for Research & Innovation. From 2014 to 2016, she was responsible for

the dossier 'Key Enabling Technologies', following a 3-year

appointment as Director in the field of Research and Innovation. Clara

de la Torre has a degree in Economics and Business Administration

from the Universidad Autónoma of Madrid.



9:45 - 10:30 Panel 1 | Democratic political practices / Living Values (35min)

Moderator: Céline Fabrequette has a Masters degree in EU Law & EU Social Affairs. To her the EU represents

the idea of freedom of movement which, in her mind, is a great way to promote cultural exchange,

acceptance, and integration. But her studies and professional experience made it clear to her that the

solidarity; equality and integration she dreamed about has been disappearing more and more over the years.

For the sake of its futur the European Union needs to get closer to its citizens by creating a sense of

belonging and start working towards more social inclusion and equity. So; she got involved; using her EU

access to create spaces and good chaos for youth and women.

Currently she is a policy officer for ECOLISE a membership organization composed of community-led
initiatives organization and the founder of #DiasporaVote! an initiative aiming at offering more
representation and inclusion to the Black Indigenous People of Color (BIPoC) diaspora communities living in
Europe. With a team of mentors and 5 MEPs, they recently launched their first youth programme: Work with
your MEPs.



Maelys Garcia
Graduated in psychology, humanitarian logistics

and international project management, Maëlys

Garcia was very early interested in, through her

experiences in France and internationally, in the

question of the place of the people concerned by

the projects carried out, from conception to

evaluation. It was the question of dignity and the

power to act that brought her to the footsteps of

ATD Quart Monde. Today co-head of the French

Youth Movement and representative of ATD Quart

Monde in the French National Youth Council

(CNAJEP) and the European Youth Forum, she is the

bridge between the words of young people in

situations of extreme poverty of the Movement

and the political bodies in which their words are still too often absent.

Lydia Gratis
I was born in South Africa, raised in Ireland. I was

the 1st ever Black deaf person in the Irish deaf

community. My experience navigating a deaf

white world and a black hearing world shaped

alot of my upbringing and the work I now do.

I am in my final year of my bachelors, minoring in

Anthropology and majoring in International

development. I’m the founder and chairperson of

Ubuntu European Deaf Youth, a youth group for

BIPOC Deaf youth all over Europe, supported by

the European Union for Deaf Youth, a European

non-profit organisation consisting of 30 national

associations all over Europe.

With the mission to create a Europe where all

young deaf people are able to come together and share their experiences across cultures and boundaries, so

they can enjoy their rights on an equal basis with others. Full social and political participation empowered by

non-formal training and cross-cultural youth exchange, including access to education and employment.

Having worked in the deaf youth sector for the last 8 years I am the course director of a study session on

race, migration and Xenophobia with the Council Of Europe happening in October 2021. In my 9-5 I work as

a Social Inclusion and Communications Officer for Ireland's leading national sign language interpreting service

provider.

I am a Board member of the Irish Deaf Society, focusing on diversity and inclusion and a Social media and

outreach manager at Deaf Women Space.

I am one of 28 women on the All Island Women’s Forum, a government funded initiative comprising 28

women. 14 from the north and 14 from the south of Ireland chosen by the National Women’s Council of

Ireland. The Women’s Forum aims to address underrepresentation of women and further develop women’s

role in peacebuilding and civic society. Funded through the Department of Foreign Affairs Reconciliation

Fund, the Women’s Forum will also support building sustainable North South links, provide a space for

marginalised communities, and build better understanding and inter-community links. I am also a nominee

for the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission ’s (IHREC) disability advisory board.



10:30 - 10:55 Panel 2 | Working with Nature (35min)

Moderator: Céline Seince
Celine graduated from a Bachelor’s degree and masters in social and cultural anthropology. Her interest in

the social dimension of energy choices started during her academic career at the university of California,

Berkeley. Later on, she specialized in local development, convinced of the need for a more sustainable

development in our European society. After different experiences at the French National Center for Scientific

Research (CNRS) where she looked at the perceptions of environmental changes in rural areas, and at the

“House of sustainable development” where she worked on awareness raising on sustainable behaviors with

municipalities in France, she entered the RURENER



Leonard Doyle: A journalist and

communicator by profession, Leonard is

helping transform a long abandoned

Alpine French farm into a

community-based biodiversity initiative.

The Lost Glacier project (lostglacier.org) is

focused on whole of society transition

through personal transformation as much

as systems change to address climate

change and biodiversity loss. The project

aims to increase individual and

community awareness of the power of

personal actions in the face of seemingly

intractable problems: chronic and

declining biodiversity and the direct

impact on food security. By demonstrating and exploring multiple opportunities for regeneration through

personal actions and community led initiatives, Lost Glacier provides a window into the possibilities for

change in the face of multiple societal obstacles. Examples include distributed carbon capture and soil

fertility restoration through biomass and biochar production; building compost bioreactors for heat

generation and fossil fuel substitution and low-tech solutions for sustainable living. Above all Lost Glacier

provides an opportunity to appreciate the extraordinary - if threatened - biodiversity of the surrounding vast

Alpine wilderness encompassing over 1,700 hectares of natural reserve, the largest in France’s Haute Savoie.

Leonard was educated at University College Dublin in his native Ireland.

Niklas Nienaß, born in 1992 in Marl/NRW,
lives in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania
since 2013, describes himself as child of the
German reunification and as European.
Since July 2019 he is Member of the
European Parliament for Alliance 90/The
Greens. As one of the youngest MEPs
Nienaß is coordinator for the group
Greens/EFA in the Committee on Regional
Development (REGI) as well as member in
the Committee on Culture and Education.
Moreover, he is substitute member of the
Committee on Institutional Affairs and
board member of the RUMRA & Smart
Village Intergroup and member of the

SEARICA Intergroup. In addition he is member of the parliamentary delegations for Albania as well as Central
Asia and Mongolia. In REGI he was shadow rapporteur for the Common Provisions Regulation (CPR) of the
whole cohesion policy package as well as for the Just Transition Fund. In his work on Regional Development,
he focuses on the development of rural areas and on bottom-up approaches to improve the involvement of
citizen in the implementation progress of regional funding.

http://lostglacier.org


11:10 - 11:40 Breakout Rooms (30min)

Taman Mhoumadi

Taman has a multidisciplinary background : from a double

bachelor in Law & English to a double Master in Law &

Innovation Management. Currently project officer in

innovation and sustainable development in the

construction industry in Dakar, at Eiffage Senegal, she is

simultaneously involved within the environment team of

#DiasporaVote ! program. An initiative mobilising young

Europeans from the diaspora so that they emit

recommendations to European MEP, for instance on the

textile industry.



Leia Achampong

Yara Sinkovec As I'm almost finishing my degree in environmental

and marine technologies, and with the knowledge acquired over

that time and through lectures, workshops, among others, I hope in

the future to be able to transmit it in order to reach more people!"

Pauliina Helle
Network and Outreach Officer at ECOLISE, working on the

areas of membership and network development. In

personal life active in community-level climate action on

local village scale and through Global Ecovillage Network

Finland.



Ad Vlems
I am passionate about making the world sustainable, so I

initiated Boekel Ecovillage, in the South of the Netherlands.

Boekel Ecovillage is an inspiring example of sustainable

living, where 36 households live sustainably. In 2021 Boekel

Ecovillage was awarded the title of Most sustainable

organisation in the Netherlands by the Dutch building

sector. As the houses are climate proof and even climate

positive, I was selected by the Ministry of Economic Affairs

and Climate as the Climate Mayor of the municipality

Boekel. Boekel Ecovillage wants to prove humans can have

a positive impact on their natural environment without

harming other people or next generations. The houses are

100% circular, climate proof, climate positive, fossil free,

energy positive and nature inclusive. Being a generalist and

understanding that everything is connected, I discovered that all 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals are

integrated in the design of Boekel Ecovillage. For each SDG we have raised the bar, aimed for the highest

ambition. We aim for our solutions to have a positive effect on multiple SDGs. We started the Global Goals

Community platform to share all of our practical solutions to others, so everyone can make their house,

garden and community more sustainable. Others can share their solutions and inspire everyone to live more

sustainable. As Boekel Ecovillage has incorporated many nature based solutions, I was very happy to share

them in the Policy Paper on Working with Nature. I also participated in the Policy Paper on Economic

Diversity. That paper could have an enormous positive in Europe, I hope policy makers can see the potential. I

work voluntary 50-60 hours per week on our ecovillage and other work for making the world a better place.

When I am not doing that, I like being with my wife and son and watching a movie.



11:40 -
12:15 Panel 3 | Transition Design (35min)

Moderator: Dr. Anne-Kathrin Schwab is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Vechta in the

department of the economy of sustainability and is a lecturer at the "Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes".

Her main research focus is on the transformative potential of community-led initiatives in rural areas and

sustainable economic solutions. Therefore she conducted various field research with ethnographic and

participatory methods. She is a board member of ICSA (International communal studies association) and of

the ECOLISE policy circle (the European network for community-led initiatives on climate change and

sustainability). Furthermore, she is engaged in the Global Ecovillage Network (GEN) on various levels within

different research projects and the GEN international research group.



Sonali
Sonali is pursuing her undergraduate degree in chemical engineering with
a focus in sustainable energy along with a diploma in women
empowerment and development and working on making a gender neutral
space in the energy arena. She was raised in a small district of Bihar and
grew up seeing the catastrophic effect of climate change in this
underdeveloped state.
In 2020 she organised MockCOP26 bringing 300+ delegates from 140+
countries making a global youth declaration treaty and currently working on
getting this treaty implemented in over 30+ countries. She was the national
coordinator for climate science and worked on delivering solution based
climate science content in India. Currently she is serving as a contact point
for YOUNGO Renewable energy working group and a global support team
member of SDG7 youth constituency.

Ugo Guarnaci Ugo Guarnacci is an applied economist by

training, with a PhD on measuring resilience and subjective

wellbeing in post-disaster, post-conflict regions. Ugo has been

working for almost 9 years at the European Commission,

focusing on EU Research and Innovation strategies and

programmes for sustainable, resilient and inclusive cities.

First, for the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation,

then for the Executive Agency for SMEs (EASME) and

currently as Project Adviser at the European Research

Executive Agency (REA). Indeed, Ugo is managing Horizon

2020 projects on smart and sustainable cities, social and

cultural innovation, nature-based solutions.

In 2019, during a sabbatical year, Ugo worked as Lead in

Diversity and Inclusion 4.0 at the World Economic Forum in

Geneva, fostering gender, diversity and inclusion at the global

level. Main areas of expertise: sustainable urban

development; adaptation to climate change; resilience;

health & wellbeing; gender, diversity, equity and inclusion.



12:15 - 12:25 | Closing (10min)

Moderator: Duncan Crowley
Duncan is an Irish architect exploring community-led ecocities through action research. He lives in Lisbon and
builds bridges between different communities, languages, movements, and peoples. A climate activist for a
quarter-century, he believes transformative change creates fantastic adventures. In love with movements that
nurture healthy, passionate, and full lives, for everyone. Part of ECOLISE since 2019, through his UrbanA work, part
of the ECOLISE COP25 climate delegation to Madrid, he’s helping develop an urban systems community of
practice, supporting Transformative Cities and GEN, and invite translocal experimentation to support and learn
with local initiatives, climate justice movements, and global indigenous communities. He lived in Curitiba, Brazil
for four years, gaining a Masters in Environment & Development and offered a regenerative urban plan to his
wife’s city, Ayacucho in the Peruvian Andes. He lived in Barcelona for seven years, co-founding a Transition group,
gaining a Permaculture Design Certificate, and participating in 2011’s Indignado square occupations. A true river
lover and Degrowther.



CfF Social media channels

Please feel free to follow, like & share around your social media channels hypest,
latest and freshest news and updates from CfF!

Social media channels:

● CfF Twitter
● CfF Facebook Page
● CfF Facebook Group
● CfF Instagram
● CfF YouTube

CfF Launch event at Facebook:

● Launch of Communities for Future

https://twitter.com/CfF_Communities
https://www.facebook.com/communities.for.future
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Communities.for.Future
https://www.instagram.com/communitiesforfuture/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdGR1yw38zOqxKTccHozmOg
https://www.facebook.com/events/682867735942976

